ABSTRACT. This article contributes to our understanding of popular thinking about happiness by exploring the work of David E Kelley, the creator of the television program Ally McBeal and an important philosopher of happiness. Kelley's major points are as follows. He is more ambivalent than is generally the case in popular philosophy about many of the traditional sources of happiness. In regard to the maxim that money can't buy happiness he gives space to characters who assert that there is a relationship between material comfort and happiness, as well as to those that claim the opposite position. He is similarly ambivalent about the relationship between loving relationships and happiness; and friendships and happiness. In relation to these points Kelley is surprisingly principled in citing the sources that he draws upon in his thinking (through intertextual references to genres and texts that have explored these points before him). His most original and interesting contributions to popular discussions of the nature of happiness are twofold. The first is his suggestion that there is a lot to be said for false consciousness. He presents situations where characters choose wilfully to ignore reality and instead to live in fantasy worlds where they are happy. Rather than condemning such behaviour, Kelley presents it as understandable, attractive and perhaps even heroic. The second is his proposal that happiness should be seen as an effect of bodily performance rather than an expression of the authentic inner self -if one forces oneself to smile, happiness may follow. Ultimately Ally McBeal presents a multifaceted popular account of the nature of happiness, where the various positions explored cannot all be reconciled; and where ironic ambivalence is the key tone.
INTRODUCTION
Ally McBeal is a hugely internationally successful American television series created and written by David E Kelley (also the creator and main author of the series Picket Fences, The Practice and Boston Public). Mixing comedy and drama, it tells the story of a young, post-feminist lawyer, uncertain about what she wants from her job and her relationships specifically and from her life generally 1 . Both she, and the program, are obsessed with happinesswhat is it, how might you find it, and how would you know when you finally have it? The program is obviously pure entertainment. But it is equally obviously something else as well. It is also popular philosophy, encouraging millions of viewers around the world to think about the nature of happiness (Queenan, undated, p. 11) . And by examining this text in detail, we can gain a better understanding of popular thinking about happiness. This article presents the results of a research project that asked: What theories of happiness are presented in the popular philosophy of David E Kelley?
There is, unfortunately, no Grand Unified Theory of human minds or their relationship to human culture. A variety of disciplines investigate these issues -Literary Studies, Psychology, Philosophy, Sociology and so on -but the insights they provide aren't always compatible. The way they conceive of their objects of study, their basic assumptions about the nature of knowledge, the methodologies they employ, can differ so widely that rather than informing each other they run in parallel and never touch. To put it in its simplest terms: while psychologists (for example) seek the truth about reality, philosophers wonder what is meant by ''truth'', and refuse to accept as a given that there is such a thing as ''reality'' in the everyday sense of the word.
Although the information generated by different approaches cannot always be easily transferred across disciplinary boundaries, it can at least prove suggestive to workers in other areas of knowledge. When we ask people if they are happy, and they say that they are, what does this mean to them? What kind of meanings do they ascribe to the term? What kinds of questions are they asking about happiness for themselves? This paper presents the result of a research project within the humanities that sheds some light on this question. By examining the publications of one popular philosopher of happiness (Kelley) we can get some sense -we can put it no more strongly than this -of popular thinking about happiness in Western countries. This information is generated by respectable and familiar methodologies within the humanities -and although they may not be so familiar in other disciplines, the data may be of some interest, and at least suggestive, to researchers from different backgrounds.
